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Membranes of all cells contain a significant fraction of phospholipids arranged in a self-assembled 
bilayer. This lipid bilayer forms a robust barrier to ions, proteins and other molecules, and separates the 
inside of the cell from the outside (plasma membrane), or compartmentalizes the cells (mitochondria). 
Embedded in the lipid bilayers are a large variety of glycoproteins, globular proteins, and membrane 
channels[1]. The way these molecules perform their functions is strongly dependent on their location and 
the mechanical and chemical properties of the lipid environment around them. In cellular membranes, it is 
believed that lipid rafts (small lipid domains enriched in cholesterol) act to hold membrane proteins 
together in a dynamic fashion[2,3]. The difference in the stability between the lipid rafts and the fluid 
bilayer is believed to be very small. 
 
The stability and rigidity of lipid bilayers depends on the type of lipid, temperature, and the presence of 
cholesterol amongst other factors. Many naturally occurring lipids exhibit phase transition around room 
temperature, which drastically alters the membrane’s stability. In nature, lipid membranes consist of 
mixtures of many different types of lipids, proteins, and other molecules. The inhomogeneity of these 
membranes result in spatially distributed differences in stability[4-6] . Here we present a method to 
measure this inhomogeneity in the stability of lipid membranes with nanometer resolution, by using 
atomic force microscopy induced phase transition. 
 
We use a combination of global heating[7] and local mechanical work to induce local phase transitions in 
model lipid membranes. In a modified AFM, we control the local temperature using laser heating, and 
locally apply mechanical energy using Peak Force Quantitative Nanoscale Mapping. By varying these 
two parameters we can locally induce phase transitions. 
 
Using this method, we have revealed a region of increased stability at the domain boundaries in a binary 
mixed system of the phospholipids, DLPC and DPPC, in the absence of cholesterol. In the presence of 
cholesterol, additional nanoscale domains exist inside the predominantly DPPC patches of the mixed lipid 
bilayer. These domains have increased stability and sizes comparable to those postulated for lipid rafts in 
cell membranes. 
 
This technique provides the first direct method to image and investigate stable domains on the length scale 
of lipid rafts. We believe that this technique will provide complementary information to fluorescence[8] 
and NMR[9] techniques which have been the only indirect methods available to date. 
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Figure 1. Lipid bi-layer of DLPC and DPPC. A) Schematic showing the origin of the phase segregation 
and the height mismatch. B) Predicted size of the interface region (REF). C) AFM image of the phase 
segregated layer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Mixed lipid bilayer. A) imaged at low forces. B) Energy added by the AFM tip locally induces 
a phase transition in the “bulk” DPPC, leaving the higher stability border region intact. 
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